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ABSTRACT
The term “innovative didactic” often describes the notion of a cultural and epistemological shift that can transform teaching and learning practices. Notably, the instructional design innovation implies a shift from traditional ex-cathedra teachings towards more active student engagement in the learning process. Recently, the pandemic and digital transformation have been among the main factors that have propelled the conversation about this topic. Design has always explored innovation in its didactics. By its very nature, design-based learning provides a teaching environment that places students at the heart of the learning process. There may be examples of these creative teaching approaches in the design literature. Still, no significant research exists on how design schools manage and monitor the teaching innovation process. Hence, this paper describes a funded research project “Innovation in Design Teaching”, which aims to investigate the boundaries of innovation in design education in a situated context such as the School of Design in Politecnico di Milano. The study comprehends two research activities: the first is a survey delivered to every lecturer at the school in an effort to map the experimental approaches in the courses during the past decade, while the second one comprehends two sets of interviews. This paper summarizes the findings of the second research activity. The research contributes to understanding how experimenting happens in design schools and how this might contribute to didactic innovation. Hence, it provides a series of protocols that might be used in other contexts to expand the scope of the research.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Innovation of didactic is an increasingly strategic goal for universities to equip students with the right competencies for modern, complex challenges and continuously changing working contexts. Universities need to cope with preparing learners for jobs that still don’t exist and be competitive towards emerging players in education and training [1]. In addition to the changing socio-economical working context, innovation in teaching practices is also affected by the historical transition from an objectivist to a constructivist perspective in learning science [2], [3]. Specifically, this shift informed the instructional design process suggesting moving from the conventional ex-cathedra lectures to a more active involvement of students in the learning process. More broadly, the research in this field aims to experiment with new educational practices and methodologies that relate pedagogy, space, and technologies and reflect on the synergies of the different elements with the users [4].

The formal acknowledgment of design education has its roots in the Bauhaus School, which aimed to teach design at the intersection of art, technology, and science [5]. The Bauhaus School’s teaching methodology was derived from architecture and centred on the design studio and the project [6]. The design studio is a physical and interactive place where students may create design projects via interaction with other students and actual materials [7], [8]. Within this setting, the learning activity usually is driven by project-based learning. In project-based learning, students actively engage with actual, open-ended challenges and generate solutions via actions and reflections [9]. Thus, design-based education offers a teaching setting that places the students with an active role at the centre of the learning process and is open to integrating experimentation in the didactic. Examples of these innovative teaching practices
might be found in design literature. Still, there is a lack of extensive studies on how the teaching innovation process emerges and how these are being handled and tracked by design schools. Within the described context, the research projects focused on mapping already implemented experimental teaching practices in the context of the School of Design of Politecnico di Milano to comprehend how these might inform new didactic practice in design education and translate into instructional design innovation. The experimental teaching practices during the research project have been analysed across 9 components that, according to Tassone et al. [10], help understand innovation as intended and implemented. These are the course-innovation characteristics adapted by Van Den Akker [11] curriculum components. The components described in table 1 in the methodology are the following: Rationale, Objectives, Content, Activities, Material and resources, Grouping, Location, Time, and Assessment. These interconnected components must be balanced for effective teaching practice implementation or redesign. Moreover, Van Den Akker [11] highlights how the relevance of the previously mentioned components varies according to the level at which it is discussed. In this regard, he outlined the following levels: a) macro level (i.e., society/state), b) meso level (i.e., school, institution), micro level (i.e., classroom/course), and d) nano level (i.e., individual).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Codes</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rationale</td>
<td>We aimed to change the reasons why students learn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objectives</td>
<td>We aimed to change the objectives towards which students learn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>We aimed to change what students learn (e.g., theories, skills)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activities</td>
<td>We aimed to change how students learn (e.g., lectures, fieldwork)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Materials and Resources</td>
<td>We aimed to change with what students learn, both considering resources in i) digital format</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grouping</td>
<td>We aimed to change with whom students learn (e.g., alone, in groups)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>We aimed to change where students learn (e.g., home, classroom)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>We aimed to change when students learn (e.g., prior to class, after class)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment</td>
<td>We aimed to change how students are assessed (e.g., multiple-choice tests, field performance)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first research activity focused on the micro level to analyse the teaching practice, while the second research activity expanded towards the meso level to comprehend how these two levels are related. The data collected disclosed that various experiments are currently running in the context of the study, and they could contribute to understanding how design teaching and learning are recently evolving. In conclusion, the investigation developed in our situated context contributes to the discussion of understanding how experimentation in design courses can bring the innovation of didactic.

2 METHOD

The paper is based on a funded research project, Innovation in Design Teaching, to investigate the perimeter of innovation in design education. The research focuses on the situated context of Politecnico di Milano to comprehend how experimentation in university courses can lead to the innovation of design didactics. The study focuses on teaching practices, which are “the specific actions and discourse that take place within a lesson and that physically enact the approach and strategy” [12]. During the project, two activities were carried out: The first was a survey, briefly described, sent to all the lecturers at the School of Design of Politecnico di Milano, which aimed to map the experimental practices in the courses in the last decade. The second is composed of two sets of interviews. One set is a follow-up of the practices collected, and the second set is to relevant actors in the didactic organization to comprehend how the ecosystem can enable these experimentation. This paper intends to present the results of the interviews.

2.1 The survey

The primary research activity that has been carried out for the study has been the collection of past experimental teaching practices undertaken at the School of Design at Politecnico di Milano and their qualitative analysis. The purpose of the data collection was to reveal which experimentations were done in the study context and how these activities were presented. In June 2022, a survey was distributed to all lecturers at the School of Design to collect teaching practices. The lecturers were asked to reflect on the experimental didactic activities they developed. The obtained data served as the basis for the context-
based mapping of experimental teaching techniques and implemented innovations [10]. The survey had three sections: the first aimed to comprehend the respondent’s role, the second to illustrate the context (i.e., the course in which it was delivered), and the last section focused on the teaching practice. This last section had a first block to describe the didactic activity and a second to self-evaluate the practice according to nine components based on the Tassone et al. [10] revisited version of Van Den Akker et al. [11] curricular spiderweb (Table 1). This model has been chosen for its relevance in the context of instructional design and serves as a framework for the development of didactic across different levels. After being sent to more than 500 professors, 47 individuals responded to the poll. The majority of participants (n=42) mentioned only one teaching practice, a few described two (n=4), and one person detailed all three. 53 experimental teaching approaches were gathered and analysed in total.

2.2 The interviews

The second research activity that has been carried out for the investigation has been two sets of qualitative interviews. The first set aimed at deepening some relevant didactical experimentation, gathering further insights from the teaching team that proposed it, thus focused on the “micro” level (i.e., the level of the courses in which didactic activities are delivered). The second set of interviews aimed at comprehending the larger context in which these activities take place involving different points of view, thus focused on the “meso” level (i.e., the level of the school and the university, in which the didactic system is organized). Interviewees were selected using a “purposive sampling strategy” [13]. This strategy ensures the inclusion of specific categories of participants that may have an exceptional, distinct, or significant perspective on the phenomenon being studied (Table 2)

For the first set of interviews, the research team selected 7 teachers from the 53 respondents of the survey, looking for heterogeneity in the type of courses, diversity in the number of participating students, and variety in the disciplines covered. For the second set of interviews, the research team engaged 5 key players involved in organizing and developing the didactic offer to provide an overview of the didactic innovation trajectories within the Politecnico di Milano. Therefore, the interviewees for this set were: the previous Dean of the School of Design, the previous vice-dean and now current Dean, the director of the center for didactic innovation “METID”, the didactic Delegate of the Department of Design and the rector’s Delegate for didactic innovation.

Table 2. Interviewee overview

| Interviewee Micro 1 | Location, Activities |
| Interviewee Micro 2 | Activities, Assessment |
| Interviewee Micro 3 | Activities, Assessment, Content, Material and Resources |
| Interviewee Micro 4 | Activities, Assessment, Material and Resources |
| Interviewee Micro 5 | Grouping, Material and Resources, Assessment, Activities |
| Interviewee Micro 6 | Time, Location, Activities, Content |
| Interviewee Micro 7 | Activities, Rationale |
| Interviewee Meso 1 | Current Dean (previous vice dean) |
| Interviewee Meso 2 | Previous Dean (during pandemic) |
| Interviewee Meso 3 | Head of innovative didactic Service |
| Interviewee Meso 4 | Rector’s Delegate didactic |
| Interviewee Meso 5 | Design Dept’s delegate didactic |

The interviews were carried out by at least two research team members and lasted approximately 30 minutes each. Some interviews were done as web-call, while some happened in presence. In both cases, the protocol followed was the same. The protocol comprised questions and a series of cards (Figure 1). Moreover, the interviews have been designed with a semi-structured protocol to foster teachers’ narratives of their experimental practices. The questions were structured into three sections: the first focused on framing the interviewee, the second on experimental practices, and innovating in didactic. The second section was based on the components previously presented. During this interview phase, the respondent was supported by using 9 cards based on the framework based on the conceptual model
initially proposed by van den Akker [11] and then simplified by Tassone et al. [10]. The third section aimed at comprehending the relationship between experimental practices and didactic innovation. The questions vary according to the type of subject interviewed: more focused on the teaching experience for the first set of interviews (micro level) and more oriented on vision strategies and innovation trajectories for the second set of interviews (meso level). For instance, in the discussions with the key actor of the didactic system, the questions were not focused on a specific experimental practice but on how the system leverage on each component to innovate didactic.

![Figure 1: Interview tools used in MIRO](image)

### 3 RESULTS: EMERGING PATTERN

As presented in the methodology as part of the interview protocol, the interviewee had to discuss various components of the conceptual model used as a framework. The two different sets of actors during the conversation tend to focus on specific components. While professors interviewed for their experimentation at the micro level discussed the activities and their related elements (i.e., material resources, grouping, time and location, assessment). On the other hand, the actors involved at the meso level focus the discussion on the reasons why students learn (e.g., the rationale) and their related objectives.

#### 3.1 Micro level: leverage on students’ learning experience to experiment

As emerged as well in the analysis of the survey answers [14] the description of experimental teaching practices has a preponderance of focus on how students learn (code: activities) as a central component in experimentation. Indeed, during the interviews, it appears that often acting on the didactic activities, therefore “changing how students learn,” implies leveraging on other components. For instance, introducing peer-to-peer evaluation in a course to change the learning dynamics of the course, it impacts as well on how students are assessed.

“To evaluate their peers, they must know the topics on which they are expressing feedback” [interviewee 2]

Regarding the assessment components, an emerging pattern is experimentation in various forms of peer review or peer assessment [interviewees 2 and 6], where the teacher facilitates the process.

“Building the evaluation form for peer reviews is challenging, but it is the most important thing as you need the most objective parameters to evaluate and how much weight to give to each part to evaluate” [interviewee 2]

Another example of overlap between components is the grouping, which in project-based learning impacts both on how the didactic activity is carried out but as well with whom students learn. Within this area, it emerges that sometimes experimental practices aimed to balance team competencies to create.

“Through a self-assessment of hard and soft skills, we aimed to create groups that theoretically have team members with different strengths” [interviewee 5]

Within this practice, many other elements of experimentation aim to put the students at the center of the learning experience using the constant feedback form to comprehend the understanding of the students and integrate with additional material and resources (i.e., documentary, blogpost) of contents that might be of interest to the students, but that is not in the syllabus of the course. Regarding the components of time and location, although the covid-19 pandemic pushed to reflection on these themes in terms of learning from home and asynchronous, experimental practices also leverage these elements in terms of bringing into the class personal experiences and informal learning. It is the case of an experimental practice...
[interviewee 6] in which students were asked to keep a diary and report seven cultural events (i.e., exhibitions and concerts) from the design perspective. Finally, another pattern that emerges is the concept that innovation in didactics doesn’t come only from implementation of cutting-edge technologies but also from economic choices using the few materials or the classroom arrangement to immerse students in the learning experience. It is the case of interview 1, where interior design students, to learn how the influence of a specific setting might influence interactions, discuss a series of educational materials using the arrangements of the chairs of different parliaments in the world. In this case, the innovation leverages how students comprehend the lessons besides being told during a frontal lecture.

3.2 Meso level: creating the condition to enable experimentation and innovation

During the interviews, it was possible to comprehend the relation within the didactic system taken in the analysis. This context has different actors that serve different purposes:

- The university: which coordinates the various actors and the relation between them.
- The school: which coordinates a set of programs of a specific area of study (i.e., design)
- The department: which coordinates the research over a specific discipline (i.e., design)
- The METID: a unit with the role of researching tools and methods to innovate didactic.

The university has a delegate to the didactic, which has the high-level goal to elaborate strategies to comprehend how students’ learning is changing, training teachers and providing them the tools to experiment and develop new spaces for didactic. This actor often has the role of interpreting and anticipating how the rationale and objective components of didactic are changing. Nevertheless, it has as well the role of defining policy and providing infrastructure that incentive the possibility to experiment. It is the case of “Passion in action”, an extra-curricular and interdisciplinary activity format that allows teachers and students to experiment. Indeed, students can follow activities that are based on their interests, even if these are not part of the subject of their program. At the same time, teachers have less constraint in defining the didactic activity since it is not curricular [interviewee meso 4]. Regarding the infrastructure, in collaboration with the METID the university developed six classrooms that encourage an active and collaborative approach through technology, furniture, and infrastructure to support the didactic. The School of Design is an intermediate actor between the university and the teachers and defines strategies discipline-related to better comprehend how to facilitate the professors in experimenting. This actor contributes to the reflections with the university on the changes to rationale and objectives components, and given the subject-specific role (i.e., design) it reflects as well on content components. During the pandemic, for instance, the Dean of the school was part of a task force that focused on didactic advocating for the need of design students [interviewee meso 2]. In this regard, on Dean’s mandate, a working group foresaw future didactic scenarios for post-pandemic design education contexts [15].

“The role of the Dean is on one side to coordinating the head of the programs, supporting and stimulating the colleagues to bring some sort of innovation to didactic and on the other side confront with the university strategies” [interviewee meso 1]

Within these relations, two other actors support the process: on one side, the Delegate to the didactic of the Design Department aims to harmonize the research process with the didactic ones. On the other side, the university has a unit that studies tools and methods to innovate didactic. The process of harmonization managed by the Delegate to didactic within the Design Department leverages content components, ensuring that the research expertise coincides with the didactic tasks [interviewee meso 5]. The function of the METID concerns mainly components such as activities, materials, and resources. Moreover, working on methods of learning inform components such as assessment, grouping, and time. Lastly, as mentioned before, it studies technologies shaping how a classroom is equipped.

“The aim of the unit is to keep together spaces, methodologies and technologies [...] to answer to the challenge of innovating the university didactic” [interviewee meso 3]

4 DISCUSSIONS

The interviewees with lecturers and with the key player in the instructional system allowed the research group to understand the relationship that enable experimentations in didactic to happen and which are emerging pattern of investigation within the studied context. The limits of this study and particularly on the emerging patterns, are linked to the small sample of teaching practices considered; nevertheless, the reflections on the relations between the meso and micro levels are not impacted by the number of interviews. Moreover, the investigative field that is considered focus only one school, this could be
extended in future studies, nevertheless the dimension of the school and its global position across academic ranking create a first exemplary pilot study to further explore.

The analysis of the result provides an empirical confirmation to Van Den Akker ideas that the didactic components are mixed at different levels [11], meaning that each level leverages and influences certain components. Observing the teaching practices taken in exams, the central transversal aspect in the experimentation is a shift in the attention toward students’ learning experiences. This shift represents a new role of the teacher, from a traditional position in which one owns the knowledge of the subject to a more modern perspective in which the teacher becomes a facilitator providing a compass to students to navigate within the knowledge and assumes the role of a designer of the didactic activities where students are the central user [16]. It is important to underline that the new role of the teacher is strictly connected with its training as instructional designer [17]. This trend is embodied, for instance, in the emergence of peer review practices or the integration of new materials based on students’ feedback. Furthermore, from the second set of interviews emerged the relationship across the didactic system, where the meso level enables the micro level to experiment with various didactic practices inside and outside the curriculum. Marginal to the interviews, it appears that micro and meso levels are limited to a certain extent by a policy defined at the macro level (i.e., state policies). Therefore, many experimentations of didactics are developed through extra-curricular activities, nudged, and supported by several actors.
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